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Biography:
Robert Garioch (1909 - 1981) : alias of Robert Garioch Sutherland, was born in Edinburgh in 1909 and educated at the local Royal High School and University. During the
Second World War, he served in North Africa and was a prisoner-of-war in Germany and
Italy. Later, he taught in schools in Edinburgh, London and Kent and retired in 1964. he
returned to Edinburgh where he was writer in Residence at Edinburgh University, and a
“lexicographers’ orraman” at the Dictionary of the Older Scottish Tongue.
He was deeply rooted in the Scots tradition, and lamented the decline of the use of Scots
“in the ordinary way of life”.
He uses both a pungent language dismissing the pompous and pretentious, as well as the
areate style of the 15th century Makars. Among his best-known works are the poems
dealing with his native Edinburgh, such as In Princes Street Gairdens. He emphasised his
admiration for and indebtedness to Robert Fergusson in his poems To Robert Fergusson
and At Robert Fergusson’s Grave.
Grave
He produced various translations from the French, Greek and Latin, and published one
novel, Two Men and a Blanket, about his experiences as a prisoner-of-war. His main work
was, however, poetry, which he initially published jointly with Sorley MacLean. He died in
1981.
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Contexts:
In Robert Garioch we find the very definition of a live tradition in writing. He is a conduit
from the medieval past to the living present, breaking new ground for writers who would
come after him.
Garioch had a deep affinity for the early Makars – Robert Henryson in particular, whose
moral fable “The Taill of the Uponlandis Mous and the Burges Mous” is the inspiration for
Garioch’s “Fable (Twa Mice)”. Scots writers have always, since the very beginning, taken
their cues from Europe, and Garioch is no different. His classical education – a legacy of
the Humanists – gave him a profound leaning towards the Humanist tradition. He is a
translator of George Buchanan’s Latin verse keeping this tradition live and extending it
into the 20th century.
Garioch drew inspiration from MacDiarmid and made a significant contribution to the
Scottish Literary Renaissance. But he was no mere follower, or acolyte. Garioch’s choice
of Scots as his poetic medium was not driven by overtly political notions, rather it was
the voice of the street he sought to recapture. Whereas MacDiarmid’s early works like
The Eemis Stane or The Bonnie Broukit Bairn are dense and difficult, linguistically and
intellectually, Garioch’s work strikes us as much more human, more down to Earth.
MacDiarmid’s poetry paved the way for Garioch and allowed him to use the language of
Fergusson and the forms of Dunbar and Henryson. The difficult work had already been
done – MacDiarmid allowed Garioch and others, like Sidney Goodsir Smith, to use Scots
in a fresh and modern way, without resorting to cliché and imitation, something which
has marred a substantial amount of poetry in Scots since the time of Burns. Garioch
rehabilitated traditional verse forms, such as the Burns Stanza (or the ‘Standard Habbie’
stanza as it is sometimes known) in poems like To Robert Fergusson,
Fergusson and gave them
currency in the living tradition.
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But it is to Robert Fergusson that Garioch seems to owe most. The poem he addresses
to his poetic ‘elder brother’ is a moving tribute – though Garioch spares him “the Scottish
elegaic line”. It begins with Garioch addressing Fergusson: “tho twa-hunder year/ awa, your
image is mair clear/ nor monie things that nou appear/ in braid daylicht.” Suggesting that
the lucid verse of Fergusson makes more sense to him, has more relevance to him now,
than many aspects of modern life. The poem addresses several of these changing and
challenging difficulties and compares Fergusson’s time with his own. Garioch also points
out certain things they have in common, such as the school they both attended: “The
Auld High Schule (gane Royal syne)/ your Alma Mater was and mine”. He compares their
influences: “Ye’d quote frae Ramsay, I frae Grieve” (Christopher Murray Grieve is Hugh
MacDiarmid’s real name.) And in an extended sequence he imagines going out on the
town with him, going round the pubs, singing songs, having a few drinks. Like true brothers,
or the closest of friends.
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Like Fergusson, much of Garioch’s work is concerned with local matters. Poems such
as Embro to the Ploy satirise the in-migration of toffs and foreigners and the jaunts of
local riff-raff during the 3-week ‘splore’ of the Festival when Edinburgh is transformed
out of recognition. Other poems such as Glisk of the Great gently send up the Scottish
obsession with status and wealth.
But it would be unfair and untrue to label Garioch a parochial poet. His outlook is
international and universal, though his language and humour and persona remain
profoundly Scottish. By drawing on two of Scottish literature’s most fertile grounds – the
intellectual/ Humanist and the satirical/ local – Garioch creates something new. He does
not follow in either tradition, but fuses or synthesises them. We might argue that true
creativity lies not in the ability to create something from nothing, but to invent things
anew, for one’s times, in one’s own voice. Garioch’s achievement was to reinvigorate the
forgotten traditions of the Makars and make them relevant to the concerns of the 20th
century; to take up MacDiarmid’s lead and keep Scots vital and alive. In doing this he
opened up a whole new field for others, such as Edwin Morgan, to explore.

Embro to the Ploy:
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In simmer, whan aa sorts foregether
in Embro to the ploy,
folk seek out friens to hae a blether,
or faes they’d fain annoy;
smorit wi British Railways’ reek
frae Glesca or Glen Roy
or Wick, they come to hae a week
of cultivated joy
or three
In Embro to the Ploy.

simmer: summer
ploy: festival
blether: gossip
faes: foes; fain: gladly
smorit: smothered; reek: smoke

Americans wi routh of dollars,
wha drink our whisky neat,
wi Sasunachs and Oxford Scholars
are eyedent for the treat
of music sedulously high-tie
at thirty-bob a seat;
Wop opera performed in Eyetie
to them’s richt up their street
they say
in Embro to the ploy.

routh: plenty

Furthgangan Embro folk come hame

furthgangan: expatriate
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Sasunachs: English (literally ‘Saxons’); eyedent: eager
wop: Italian or Spanish (offensive)
Eyetie: Italian
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for three weeks in the year,
and find Auld Reekie no the same,
fu sturrit in a steir.
The stane-faced biggins whaur they froze
and suppit puirshous lear
of cultural cauld-kale and brose
see cantraips unco queer
thae days
in Embro to the ploy.
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sturrit in a steir: thrown into confusion; biggins: buildings
suppit: took in puirshouse lear:
poor-house education; brose: mealy
soup; cantraips: antics, mischief

The tartan tred wad gar ye lauch;
nae problem is owre teuch.
Your surname needna end in –och;
they’ll cleik ye up the cleuch.
A puckle dollar bill will aye
preive Hiram Teufelsdröckh
a septary of Clan McKay
it’s maybe richt eneuch,
verflüch!
in Embro to the ploy.

tred: trade; gar: make; lauch: laugh
teuch: tough

The Auld High Schule, whaur mony a skelp
of triple-tonguit tawse
has gien a heist-up and a help
towards Doctorates of Laws,
nou hears, for Ramsay’s cantie rhyme,
loud pawmies of applause
frae folk that pey a pund a time
to sit on wudden raws
gey hard
in Embro to the ploy

skelp: slap
tawse: belt
heist-up: hoist-up

The haly kirk’s Assembly-haa
nou fairly coups the creel
wi Lindsay’s Three Estatis, braw
devices of the Deil.
About our heids the satire stots
like hailstanes till we reel;
the bawrs are in auld-farrant Scots,
it’s maybe jist as weill,
imphm,
in Embro to the ploy.

haly: holy; haa: hall
coups the creel: makes a mess of
it

The Epworth Haa wi wonder did
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cleik: hook; con; cleuch: Castle rock
puckle: little
preive: prove
septary: distant relation
verflüch!: damn!

cantie: jolly
pawmies: strikes on the palm
pey: pay; pund: pound
wudden: wooden
gey: very

stots: bounces
bawrs: jokes; auld-farrant: old-fashioned
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behold a pipers’ bicker;
wi hadarid and hindarid
the air gat thick and thicker.
Cumha na Cloinne pleyed on strings
torments a piper quicker
to get his dander up, by jings,
than thirty u.p. liquor,
hooch aye!
in Embro to the ploy.
The Northern British Embro Whigs
that stayed in Charlotte Square,
they fairly wad hae tined their wigs
to see the Stuarts there,
the bleeding Earl of Moray and aa
weill-pentit and gey bare;
Our Queen and Princess, buskit braw,
enjoyed the hale affair
(see Press)
in Embro to the ploy.
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bicker: contest

dander: temper

tined: lost
weill-pentit: brightly coloured
buskit: dressed up

Whan day’s anomalies are cled
in decent shades of nicht,
the Castle is transmogrified
by braw electric licht.
The toure that bields the Bruce’s croun
presents an unco sight
mair sib to Wardour Street nor Scone
wae’s me for Scotland’s micht,
says I
in Embro to the ploy.

cled: clad

A happening, incident, or splore
affrontit them that saw
a thing they’d never seen afore –
in the McEwan Haa:
a lassie in a wheelie-chair
wi naething on at aa;
jist like my luck! I wasna there,
it’s no the thing ava,
tut-tut,
in Embro to the ploy.

splore: party

The Café Royal and Abbotsford
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bields: shelters
sib: related to
wae’s me: woe is me

ava: at all
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are filled wi orra folk
whas stock-in-trade’s the screivit word,
or twice-screivit joke.
Brains, weak or strang, in heavy beer,
or ordinary, soak.
Quo yin: this yill is aafie dear,
I hae nae clinks in poke
nor fauldan-money,
in Embro to the ploy.
The auld Assembly-rooms, whaur Scott
foregethert wi his fiers,
nou see a gey kespeckle lot
ablow the chandeliers.
Til Embro drouths the Festival Club
a richt godsend appears;
it’s something new to find a pub
that gaes on serving beers
eftir hours
in Embro to the ploy.

orra: various
screivit: written

Quo: said; yin: one; yill: ale; aafie:
awful; clinks: coins; poke: pocket
fauldan-money: ‘folding’ money

foregethert: got together; fiers:
comrades; kenspeckle: distinguished; ablow: below
til: to; drouths: thirsty people; drinkers

Jist pitten-out, the drucken mobs
frae howffs in Potterraw,
fleean, to hob-nob wi the Nobs,
ran to this Music Haa.
Register Rachel, Cougait Kate,
Nae-neb Nellie and aa
stauchert about amang the Great,
what fun! I never saw
the like,
in Embro to the ploy.
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They toddle hame doun lit-up streets
filled wi synthetic joy;
aweill, the year brings few sic treats
and muckle to annoy.
There’s monie hartsom braw high-jinks
mixed up in this alloy
in simmer, whan aa sorts foregether
in Embro to the ploy.
In this poem Garioch is self-consciously adopting the persona of an observer, critically
surveying the goings-on in Edinburgh during the Festival. With this persona he approaches
his great literary hero, Robert Fergusson, who observed Edinburgh life with a similar eye
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in poems like Hallow Fair
The Edinburgh Festival was in its infancy when Garioch wrote this, and would have been
a pale shadow of the carnival of madness that now descends upon the city every August.
The Festival was created in 1947 in the aftermath of the Second World War when it was
recognised that the great annual festivals of Saltzburg and Munich would take some time
to get going since these cities were destroyed during the war. Europe badly needed a
festival, an opportunity to celebrate life, peace and unity. It has since grown to encompass
other festivals (Book, Childrens’, Film, Television, etc.) as well as the Festival Fringe and
attracts millions of visitors to the city.
The poem reflects the distinct ambivalence that the people of Edinburgh feel towards the
Festival. On the one hand the city is transformed out of all recognition, you can’t move
for tourists and jugglers and actors, the price of a pie and a pint rockets: you feel like your
home town has been hi-jacked. On the other hand, it brings enormous revenue to the
city, the pubs are open later, and there’s a pervading party atmosphere throughout. And
everybody likes the fireworks. It can be a real blast of fresh air.
The form of the poem also harks back to an earlier period of Scottish literature. The
iambic pulse and alternating lines of tetrameter and trimeter with a repeated end line is
fairly typical of early Scots poetry, like that of Henryson and Dunbar.

The Glisk of the Great:
I saw him comin out the N.B. Grill,
creashy and winey, wi his famous voice
crackin some comic bawr to please three choice
notorious bailies, lauchan fit to kill.
Syne thae fowre crousie cronies clam intill
a muckle big municipal Rolls-Royce,
and disappeared, aye lauchan, wi a noise
that droont the traffic, towards the Calton Hill.
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As they rade by, it seemed the sun was shinin
brichter nor usual roun thae cantie three
that wi thon weill-kent Heid-yin had been dinin.
Nou that’s the kinna thing I like to see;
tho ye and I look on and canna jyne in,
it gies our toon some tone, ye’ll aa agree.
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creashy: greasy
bawr: joke; bailies: magistrates;
lauchan: laughing
Syne: then; crousie: merry; clam:
climbed; muckle: great

cantie: lively
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This poem comes from Garioch’s Sixteen Edinburgh Sonnets.
Sonnets They anticipate Edwin
Morgan’s Glasgow Sonnets in their evocation of straightforward situations given a classical
twist and endowed with a unique insight into modern urban life. They also recall Robert
Fergusson’s witty and satirical descriptions of Edinburgh during the 18th century.
Glisk of the Great is a simple enough poem, no deep philosophy here, no complicated
workings through the nature of existence, no tortured grammar. In fact, it reads a bit like a
joke, something you might hear a stand-up comedian drop into his routine. Of course, it’s
not really all that funny – at most it raises a wry smile – it’s a poem after all, but its subject
matter and the form Garioch chooses is a matter of some curiosity.
The first thing we notice is that it’s a sonnet. If we’d read it in 16 Edinburgh Sonnets,
Sonnets we’d
have known that already. How do we know it’s a sonnet? Because it has 14 lines. One of
the simplest rules in English literature is that any poem with 14 lines is a sonnet. If it has
14 lines and it’s not a sonnet, then the poet is trying to pull one over on you. The first
part of a sonnet – the two 4 line verses – is called the octave; the second part is called
the sestet. The way a sonnet works is that the octave presents a situation or a problem or
puts forward an argument, and the sestet resolves it.
This one by Robert Garioch is not a sonnet like the ones we’re most familiar with in
English: Shakespeare’s. Garioch’s splits his sonnet into verses – four in all: two of 4 lines
each and two of three lines each. This is the Petrarchan sonnet, named after the original
form invented by the Italian writer, philosopher and Humanist, Francesco Petrarca. Why
did Garioch by-pass the Shakespearean sonnet form to go back to Petrarca? Since the
Shakespearean sonnet is also known as the English sonnet, perhaps that’s answer enough:
Garioch’s tradition is deeply Scottish. Or perhaps it’s got something to do with Garioch’s
classical education and his interest in the Humanist philosophers and writers (like our own
George Buchanan. Perhaps he’s drawing a line connecting himself with that tradition.
In a Petrarchan sonnet, the rhyme scheme of the octave is invariably: abbaabba. Which is
fairly tricky since you have to find two sets of four rhyming end words. The sestet tends to
vary: cdecde, cdccdc, or cdedce are typical examples. Garioch uses cdcdcd.
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Shakespeare’s too have 14 lines, but they’re arranged differently. His achievement was to
revolutionise the sonnet form and take it to a rare art by concentrating the resolution
of the argument or proposition into a rhyming couplet in the final two lines. His rhyme
scheme (abab
abab cdcd efef gg
gg) was easier, but the task of summing up the whole poem
– essentially condensing its meaning into two powerful, memorable final lines – is a
tremendously difficult challenge.
In Glisk of the Great the octave presents us with a street scene. A group of men, enjoying
themselves, spill out onto the street from a restaurant and pour themselves into a Rolls.
They laugh, tell jokes, then ride off. The point of view is the poet’s “I” voice. The event
doesn’t seem at all significant, we’re wondering why he bothered to write it down. Walk
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around the city often enough and you’ll see your fill of drunk men pretty quick. So what?
we wonder.
But! We remember that the sonnet form develops the theme in the next section, the
sestet. In the next three lines the group of men are now away in the distance and we are
left with the poet and the traffic, watching them ride off. What do we see? The sun “shinin/
brichter nor usual” around the companions of the “weill-kent Heid-yin”. They are blessed,
anointed in some way, touched by grace. Or just jammy.
In the last three lines all is made clear. He’s jealous – we’re all jealous – because we
“canna jyne in”, we can only watch. It’s wealth as a spectator sport – a common enough
pastime in Edinburgh. Garioch announces in a mordantly ironic voice that this behaviour
– drunken, flagrantly excessive, noisy and uncouth – is what gives “our toun some tone”
and he forces us to concur with the final words “ye’ll aa agree.”
One of the features of Scots that continues to attract modern writers to use the language
is its pungent vocabulary. Admittedly, this does cause problems for modern readers
who are not familiar with many of the words, requiring extensive glossaries alongside
published poems. Of course the trouble arises because literary Scots is a kind of invention.
Few people speak this language, and the only ones who write it these days are poets
themselves – and even they, starting with Hugh MacDiarmid, have confess to spending
many, many hours with the Scottish National Dictionary looking for the right word. But
we’re glad they do – poets are our language’s custodians; they keep it alive by continuing
to write in it.
Much of the humour of this poem comes from its use of vocabulary. What would we use
in English for “weill-kent Heid-yin”? Famous boss? Luminary? Magnifico? None of these
have the slyly derisory qualities of the chosen phrase. But more than individual words it
is the Scots voice that makes the success of this poem, and much of Garioch’s work. It
embodies the sense of suspicion we have of people who are our “betters”. We like to
snipe at wealth, to knock authority – but at heart we’re mad with jealousy. We like that
our cultural industry is booming, with theatres and the Festival and famous chefs – but
we resent the kind of people who are most able to take advantage of these luxuries. If
we rendered this poem into standard English the power of it would be diluted, the irony
would be lost; it would become a meaningless diatribe. But written in our own language
it holds all the subtleties and contradictions of our nature. This particular poem may be
a trivial example, perhaps, but it helps us understand in a way what it means to have a
distinct language and poetic tradition.
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Written by Colin Clark
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To Robert Fergusson:
Fergusson, tho twa-hunder year
awa, your image is mair clear
nor monie things that nou appear
in braid daylicht.
What gars perspective turn sae queer?
What ails my sicht?

sicht: sight

Pairtlie, nae dout, because your een
gey clearlie saw the Embro scene
in times when Embro was a quean
sae weill worth seein
that life wi her still had a wheen
guid things worth preein.

een: eyes
gey: very

A hameil, Scottish place eneuch,
whas life was steiran, het and reuch
whilst yet the fairmer wi his pleuch
turned owre the sod
whar classie Queen Street and Drumsheugh
nou stand sae snod.

hameil: homely
steiran: sirring; het: hot; reuch: rough
pleuch: plough

But what a pairtner for your life!
Gey like a weill-bred, cantie wife
wha wears an apron, no cauldrife
wi fause gentilitie,
wi mind keen-edgit as a knife,
used wi civilitie.
In ae gret tenement or land,
a muckle rubble biggin, planned
to hain grund-rent, folk wad be fand
aa mixter-maxter –
lordies and lawyers, no owre grand
to ken a baxter
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monie:many; nou: now
braid: broad

or Ramsay wi his curlin-tangs,
guid makar baith of wigs and sangs,
or, Fergusson, yoursel; sae lang’s
ye werena blate,
they were your friens, whatever bangs
were sair’d by fate.
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wheen: few
preein: sampling

snod: tidy
cantie: cheerful
cauldrife: (emotionally) cold
fause: false

ae: each; land: building/ tenement
muckle: great; biggin: building
hain: save; fand: found
mixter-maxter: jumbled together
baxter: baker

blate: shy
bangs: knocks
sair’d: served
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Altho to tred a lawyer’s hack
peyed by the bodle or the plack
for screivin till your wrists wad crack,
baith ear and late,
yet of guid friens ye had nae lack
in ilk estait.

tred: to work as (literally ‘trade’)
bodle . . . plack: pennies, coppers
screivin: writing
ear: early

The ‘Cape’s’ self-knichted cavaliers
‘Sir Scrape-Greystiel’ and siclike fiers,
thay waled ye weill abune their peers
for cannie capers
whaun ye’d got throu, wi nae arrears,
your stent of papers.

The Cape: well-known club where
pseudonyms were used;
siclike: suchlike; fiers: comrades
waled: chose; abune: above

Hou gleglie they’d kick owre the traces
in the Daft Days or at Leith Races,
wi trips to Fife or siccan places
to stech their leisor
wi drouthie ploys, while plookie faces
birslit wi pleisor.

gleglie: briskly
Daft Days: Christmas; Leith Races:
New Year – both titles of RF’s poems ; siccan: such; stech: fill; leisor:
free time; drouthie: drunken; ploys:
antics ; birslit: scorched

And what a knack ye had of screivin
in caller verse yon rowth of levin,
your wee stane warld, fechtin, theivin,
drinkin and swinkin,
wi muckle fun and puckle greivin
and fowth of thinkin.

caller: fresh; rowth: abundance;
levin: living; fechtin: fighting
swinkin: working
puckle: little
fowth: plenty

In praise of Wilkie ye declared
his verses wad be aye revered
while slaw-gaun owsen turned the swaird;
nou ither factors
hae shown the doctor gey ill-sair’d –
we dae’t wi tractors.
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But this I’ll say: while there’s a still
in Scotland, or a pint of yill,
houever washie, fit to swill
atween the tide
at Leith Port and the Blackford Hill,
your fame sall byde.
Whan Daith raxed out his airm and cleikit
Ramsay, folk thocht the yett was steekit,
Copyright 2003 © Scottish Literary Tour Trust. All Rights Reserved.

ilk: every; estait: walk of life

stent: allocation

aye: always
owsen: oxen

yill: ale
washie: watery
sall: shall; byde: remain
raxed: reached; cleikit: hooked
yett: gate; steekit: shut
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yet sune your makar’s burgess-ticket
gied ye the freedom
of Scottish verse, in whilk were eikit
baith hert and smeddum.
For ye had at your fingernebs
real levan words to weave your webs
of sound and sense, of smiles and slebs,
while Embro callants
ne’er thocht to runkle up their nebs
at guid braid Lallans.

burgess-ticket: right to citizenship
whilk: which; eikit: joined; hert:
heart; smeddum: vigorous energy
levan: living;
slebs: scowls
callants: youths
runkle up their nebs: screw up
their noses

And yet, owre surelie did ye ken
guid Scots wad mak bad Englishmen
whan owre faur South they keekit ben
and sune were smitten,
tho barelie three-score years and ten
had seen Great Britain.

owre surelie: with absolute assurance
keekit: looked

South-keekin Scots gaed skellie-ee’d
and tuke it in their tawpie-heid
to hae their bairns Anglified
and gar their stiff tongues
transmogrifie their Lallan leid
frae vowels to diphthongs.

skellie-ee’d: squint-eyed
tawpie-heid:- foolish head
gar: make
leid: language

Of Heriot’s or Watson’s ghaist
of yours, I wonder whilk is maist
dumbfounert, dozent and bumbazed
wi indignation
to see our modern Embro taste
in education.
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We may jalouse George Watson’s banes
will gowl the maist wi greislie maens
nou that his schule for puirtith’s weans,
foundit sae weill,
chairges sic fees and taks sic pains
to be genteel.
No that I’d had a bodie think
our toun’s the waur of bein perjink
in some weys; Embro’s famous stink
Copyright 2003 © Scottish Literary Tour Trust. All Rights Reserved.

jalouse: guess; banes: bones
gowl: complain; maens: moans
puirtith: poverty
sic: such

waur: worse; perjink: spic and span
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is banish’d nou;
gane are the shouts, that garred ye jink,
of “Gardyloo!”

jink: dodge; Gardyloo!: literally
‘gardez vous de l’eau’ – watch out!
Shite coming down!

Our fulyie’s puisonit the Firth
and caused, I dout, an unco dearth
of thae Pandores of muckle girth
ye thocht sae fair;
what wad ye think our gain was worth?
I’m no that shair.

fulyie: filth; puisonit: poisoned

Auld Reekie’s bigger, nou, what’s mair,
and folk wha hae the greater share
of warldlie gear may tak the air
in Morningside,
and needna sclim the turnpike stair
whar ye wad byde.
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Pandores: oysters
shair: sure

warldlie gear: material possessions
sclim: climb; turnpike stair: narrow
spiral stair in a tenement

But truth is, our couthie city
has cruddit in twa pairts a bittie
and speaks twa tongues, ane coorse and grittie,
heard in the Cougait,
the tither copied, mairs the pity,
frae west of Newgate.

couthie: comfortable
cruddit: curdled

Whilk is the crudd and whilk the whey
I wad be kinna sweirt to say,
but this I ken, that of the twae
the corruptit twang
of Cougait is the nearer tae
the leid ye sang.

crudd: curd; whilk: which
sweirt: reluctant

Thir days, whan cities seem unreal
to makars, inwit gars us feel
fause as the hauf-inch marble peel
in Princes Street
whaur new shop-fronts wad shame the Deil
wi their deceit.

thir: these
inwit: conscience
fause: fake

A conter, we’ve some rotten riggin
of ratton-eaten Cougait biggin
that heard langsyne the skeelie jiggin
of your new verse.

A conter: on the other hand
ratton-eaten: rat infested; biggin: buildings; langsyne: long ago;
skeelie: skilful; jiggin: rhythm
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Newgate: area of London

leid: language

Robert Garioch
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Hard-pressed, I wale yon airt to dig in
and micht dae worse.

wale: picked

Our life’s a bogle-hauntit dream
owre thrang wi wirrikows to seem
quite real; our fun a fireflaucht-gleam
whang’d throu a nicht
of gurliewhirkies huge and breme,
loppert wi fricht.

bogle: ugly phantom
owre thrang: too full; wirrikows:
demons; fire-flaucht: lightning
whang’d: sliced
gurliewurkies: terrifying phantoms;
breme: furious; loppert: frozen

Ye gaed about in guid braid claith
wi fient a thocht of want or skaith,
in howffs at hy-jinks never laith
to blaw your chanter,
syne in cursed Darien’s bedlam, Daith
wrocht your mishanter.

fient: scarcely; skaith: harm
howffs: pubs
Darien’s bedlam: local madhouse
where RF died;
mishanter: misfortune

What gart ye break throu reason’s ice?
Compared wi ye, we’re no sae wyce.
Maybe we’re yaised wi madness; vice
and lust for pouer
bring furth some hellish new device
ilk ither hour.
Was it the dreidit mental state
in whilk things yerdlie, smaa and great,
become irrelevnat, and Fate
dauntin the Kirk,
glowres at a man frae ben Hell’s gate
throu endless mirk?
Syne even poetrie becomes
a naething, an affair of thrums
of words, words, a noise that jumms
wi leean skreed,
the purport tint, man’s sperit numbs –
as weill be deid.
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The flicker-pictur on the screen
bursts as by boomb-blast, and is gane;
What was sae firm and good yestreen
seems foul indeed.
Syne a man brenns his buiks bedeen,
afore he’s deid.
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wyce: wise, sane
yaised wi: used to

yerdlie: earthly
ben: the other side of
mirk: murk
thrums: scraps
jumms: churns
leean: lying; skreed: shrill noise

yestreen: last night
brenns: burns; bedeen: completely

Robert Garioch
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Ye didna hae to fash your thoombs
wi hydrogen or atom boombs,
nor monie a nesty thocht that soums
aye in our heid
and flegs us in our flimsie rooms,
and yet, you’re deid.
Aweill, ye’re deid, gey lang sinsyne –
the Scottish elegaic line
I’ll spare ye, tho, as ye ken fine,
ye screivit monie
crouse stanzas whan ye’d cam to tine
some decent cronie.
My ain toun’s makar, monie an airt
formed us in common, faur apairt
in time,but fell alike in hert;
I whiles forget
that ye ligg there ablow the clart
of Canongait.
Like me, nae dout, wi muckle darin,
ye pree’d grim joys of Muschat’s cairn
and grugous thochts of Effie’s bairn,
or, as a laddie,
ye skliddert doun, for scarts no caring,
the Guttit Haddie.

fash your thoombs: worry yourself
soums: swims
flegs: frightens

crouse: spirited; tine: suffer the loss
of

fell: very
ligg: lie; clart: mud
darin: daring
pree’d: experienced
grugous: gruesome
skliddert: slid; scarts: scratches

The Auld High Schule (gane Royal syne)
your Alma Mater was and mine,
and whar ye construed, line by line,
the Gallic Weirs
we ken the airt, doun by the Wynd
of the Black Friars.
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The wind that blaws frae Nor to South,
skirlan frae ilka close’s mouth,
has nithert baith o’s in our youth
and coupt us, whiles,
as we gaed hame wi slockent drouth
doun by Sanct Giles’.
But aye we’d rise wi little hairm
and cleik ilk ither by the airm,
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skirlan: shrieking; close: tenement
entrance; nithert: brought low
coupt: over-turned
slockent: slaked; drouth: thirst

cleik: hook

Robert Garioch
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singan in unison to chairm
awa the skaith,
syne seek some cantraip, harum-skarum
and naething laith.

skaith: hurt
cantraip: crazy
laith: loath

Ye stickit minister, young Rab,
ye wadnae hain your giff-gaff gab
frae me, a dominie or crab
aye stickan it,
nor gruch your brain, nor cry me scab
for pickin it.

stickit minister: one who has not
fulfilled his potential; hain: hold
back; giff-gaff gab: patter; dominie:
school teacher; crab: bore; aye
stickan it: always argumentative;
gruch: begrudge; scab: thief

To Warld’s End Close frae Ramsay Lane
we’d ding Auld Reekie’s black rigg-bane.
Whan Ne’er-gate’s ten-hour bell had gane
that wadnae daunt us;
I’d gie scotch-convoy back again
to Dawnie Douglas.

from one end of the High Street
to the other; rigg-bane: spine (i.e.
High Street)

Ye’d quote frae Ramsay, I frae Grieve;
wi Happy Days yer wame I’d steeve
and aye the mair ye’d hae me prieve
your aqua vitae,
syne we wad rair out sangs to deave
the swuffan citie.
Up gaed ilk sash wi feck of skriekan,
frae the wee windaes heids were keekan;
the Embro folk gied owre their gleekin
for very joy;
in ae bricht lowe we aa were beekan –
wow! what a ploy!
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But ach! the nippie-tongue of morn
pits aa sic glaumerie to scorn;
I stand here glaikit and forlorn
in Canongait,
ettlesome, yet feart to sorn
on your estait.
Robert, fareweill; I maun awa.
My gait is stey, no wyce ava,
by Jacob’s Ladder, Burns’s smaa
Copyright 2003 © Scottish Literary Tour Trust. All Rights Reserved.

I’d gie scotch-convoy: I’d walk you
home
wame: stomach; steeve: fill
prieve: prove
rair: roar; deave: deafen
swuffan: snoring, slumbering
sash: window; feck of skreikan: a
powerful shrieking sound
keekan: peering; gleekin: complaining
lowe: glow; beekan: basking

glaumerie: magic
galikit: stupid
ettlesome: determined; feart: afraid;
sorn: beg, scrounge
gait: path; stey: steep; wyce: sensible; ava: at all

Robert Garioch
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Greek pepperpat,
Sanct Andrew’s House an’ aa an aa’ –
nae mair of that!

(features of Calton Hill in Edinburgh)

Pechan, I turn, whilst aye your leid
of lowan Scots sounds in my heid
wi levan braith, tho ye ligg deid;
I glowre faur doun
and see the waesome wrak outspreid
of you auld toun.

pechan: out of breath; leid: language; lowan: brightly burning
levan: living; ligg: lie

Syne trauchlan up the brae yince mair,
frae Canongait, I leave ye there,
whar wee white roses scent the air
about your grave,
and til some suburb new and bare
gang wi the lave.

trauchlan: struggling
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waesome wrak: woeful wreck

til: to
the lave: the rest of them

Robert Garioch
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Further Reading
Scottish Libraries across the Internet
Good general introdution
http://www.slainte.org.uk/scotauth/gariodsw.htm
Scottish Poetry Library
A brief biog with links to an in-depth discussion of one of his major works Dr Faustus on
Rose Street.
http://www.spl.org.uk/poets_robertgarioch.html
Royal High School of Edinburgh
some background and history of one of Scotland’s most famous schools, where Garioch &
others (including Robert Fergusson) attended.
http://www.royalhigh.edin.sch.uk/background/history.htm
The following websites will be of general interest to the student of Scottish literature:
Scottish Literary Tour Trust
Featuring an extensive section on the Makars’ Literary Tour
http://www.scot-lit-tour.co.uk
National Library of Scotland
Homepage of the NLS.
http://www.nls.uk/
Scottish Poetry Library
A very attractively laid out website with information on some of the major poets of the
20th century along with detailed readings of their best-known works.
http://www.spl.org.uk/index.html
SLAINTE
The name stands for Scottish Librarians Across the Internet. This excellent site features
brief, well-written biographies of many of the great Scottish writers.
http://www.slainte.org.uk/Scotauth/scauhome.htm
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Scots Online
From essays to an online dictionary this is a web-based resource with everything you
could possibly need to know about the Scots language and how it is used.
http://www.scots-online.org/
Shudder at the Niffer
An essay in Scots about Scots.
http://www.fleimin.demon.co.uk/Bletherskite/Shudder_At_The_Niffer.htm
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Gaelic & Scottish Connections
A resource on Gaelic language and culture, featuring poetry and essays and an online
dictionary.
http://www.gaelicscottish.com/
Electric Scotland
Electric Scotland is a real mixed bag of Scottish paraphernalia with nationalist overtones.
This page in particular allows you to hear and read complete Scots poems, from
MacDiarmid to Dunbar.
http://www.electricscotland.com/si/features/scots/complete.htm
Literature links
An encyclopaedic web of links to Scots magazines, monuments, libraries and languages.
http://www.burryman.com/scotland.html - lit
Project Gutenberg
This is a web-based publisher of copyright expired books.
http://www.ibiblio.org/gutenberg/cgi-bin/sdb/t9.cgi/
Poetry Archive
A good, user-friendly site, sponsored by a bookseller, which features examples from some
of the best poets in the world.
http://www.poetry-archive.com/
Poem Index
Almost 900 poems in the English language from 13th to 19th centuries.
http://tcsu.trin.cam.ac.uk/~john/pgbev/html-interface/full-index.html
Representative Poetry On-line
An enormous and easy to use resource based at the University of Toronto featuring
alphabetical and chronological lists of 450 poets with substantial selections of their work.
http://eir.library.utoronto.ca/rpo/display/poet42.html
Scottish PEN
The name stands for Poets, Playwrights, Editors, Essayists and Novelists and exists to
promote the friendly co-operation between writers in the interests of freedom of
expression throughout the world.
http://www.scottishpen.org/
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Writers’ Portraits
Photographic and biographical pen portraits of some of Scotland’s greatest contemporary
writers.
http://www.nls.uk/writestuff/
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Anthologies
The Book of Prefaces
edited and glossed by Alasdair Gray
Bloomsbury (2000)
Every home should have one. Dust jacket contains this advice: “Warning to Parents,
Teachers, Librarians, Booksellers. Do not let smart children handle this book. It will help
them pass examinations without reading anything else.”
The Faber Book of Twentieth Century Scottish Poetry
Edited by Douglas Dunn
Faber & Faber (1992)
A detailed account of the dramatic transformations the Scottish verse underwent in the
previous century, with an enlightening introduction by Dunn.
The New Penguin Book of Scottish Verse
edited by Robert Crawford and Mick Imlah
Penguin (2000)
A beautifully presented chronology of some of the greatest Scottish poetry, from the 6th
century to the present.
The Penguin Book of Scottish Verse
edited by Tom Scott
Penguin (1970)
Earlier incarnation of above, edited by Scott – a recent inductee to Makars’ Court.
Contains the infamous and controversial rude verse attributed to Burns. Makes for an
interesting comparison with Crawford & Imlah’s anthology.
An Anthology of Scottish Women Poets
Edited by Catherine Kerrigan
Edinburgh University Press (1991)
Covers folksong, ballad, Scots and Anglo-Scots, from the middle ages to contemporary
poets.

Studies and Criticism
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Scottish Literature
eds Douglas Gifford, et al
Edinburgh University Press (2002)
This is all just about all you need to know about Scottish literature. A comprehensive, and
very readable book. Excellent.
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The Mainstream Companion to Scottish Literature
Trevor Royle
Mainstream (1993)
Alphabetically arranged standard reference on Scottish literature.
Modern Scottish Literature
Alan Bold
Longman (1983)
Learned, erudite discussion of the major writers and texts of Scottish literature in the 20th
century. Brilliant study material for Higher English.
Imagine a City: Glasgow In Fiction
Moira Burgess
Argyll (1998)
The definitive work on Glasgow’s place in Scottish literature, written by the author of the
Makars Court Tour script.
A History of Scottish Women’s Writing
edited by Douglas Gifford and Dorothy McMillan
Edinburgh University Press (1997)
This is the best book around for Scottish women’s writing at the moment. Tone can be a
bit academic in places.

Contacts
For further information about this project contact:
Morris Paton
Scottish Literary Tour Trust.
Suite 2
97b West Bow
Edinburgh
EH1 2JP
E-mail: info@scot-lit-tour.co.uk
Web: www.scot-lit-tour.co.uk
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